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This is the simulation report of our method compare with pearson correlation and
GeneNet[1]. GeneNet is one of the most famous tools for the statistical learning of a
high-dimensional “causal” network from high-dimensional gene expression data. And
has been used to study so many field including methylation regulation marker in
cancers[2], biomarker identification[3] and so on. It can inference a directed graph of
gene-gene interaction network to distinguish between cause and effects.
Here, we used the computational model proposed by ourself named HAWNA to
compare its performance of inferring true gene-gene interaction with GeneNet and
ordinary pearson correlation method on simulation dataset and real dataset. We found
that our model present better true positive rate compare with GeneNet and pearson
correlation.

Simulation Task
In WGCNA analysis, we have derived various gene co-expression modules, based on
our analysis result. We used the following task process to test and compare true
postive rate.
Random sampling to generate “simulate” gene expression profile
Pearson correlation(and other correlation methods)are only of limited use. This is due
to the fact that correlations not only confound direct and indirect associations but also
provide no means to distinguish between response variables and covariates. Motivited
by it, We sampling the gene set from one gene coexpression module derived from
WGCNA analysis. We sampling around 100 genes which used to simulate and we
used following formula to simulate new gene expression profile.
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 I is indicate function equal to 1 or 0. i means regulatory coefficient , iGene

means ith gene expression profile. Using this equation, we can simulate a variety of
new genes’ expression profile and these ‘genes’ expression is regulated by the 100
real genes, and we can know the true interaction which can help us to calculate true
positive rate.
Gene-Gene interaction learning
For each methods, we used following data processing method to define a pair of genes
has interaction
Pearson correlation: we calculated 100 real genes correlation coefficient with
simulate genes, and use false discovry rate control < 0.05 to represent the pair of
genes has significant correlation. False discovry rate is a method of conceptualizing
the rate of type I errors in null hypothesis testing when conducting multiple
comparisons. see wikipedia FDR for more detail.
HAWNA: we calculated 100 real genes partial correlation coefficient with simulate
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genes, through random matrix theory, our controled dimension is set as 2. After
calculation, using FDR<0.05 to represent the pair of genes has significant correlation.
GeneNet: we calculated 100 real genes partial correlation coefficient with simulate
genes through GeneNet. After calculation, using qvalue<0.05 to represent the pair of
genes has significant correlation.
Result
We defined TPR as followed:
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We also defined accuracy as followed:
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sig(x)=1 if x>0 else sig(x)=0,  means coefficient we estimated through our
methods.

In addition, we setted regulatory coefficient range from 0.01 to 0.1, and test the true
positive rate. We simulated about 100 times, the result is shown as followed

Figure 1. The accuracy comparison among three methods
Through our simulation, we found that pearson seems to present most highly accuracy
rate and HAWNA is the lowest, but pearson coefficent method is really unstable
compare with HAWNA and GeneNet. Considering the specificity, we calculated the
number of correlation that three method return significant.



Figure2. The number of correlation returned significant.
We found that HAWNA present most lowest number of significant correlation, while
pearson correlation return most highly number of significant correlation. So the test of
true positive rate is really important, because it determine the proportions of the
significant correlation that we can find through our methods.

Figure 3. The true positive rate comparison among three methods
We found that HAWNA can present significant higher true positive rate compare with
other two methods. Roughly speacking, HAWNA has more specificity compare with
other methods.



Simulation on real data
In order to test our model further. We tested our model through implementing it on real
data. The main purpose of HAWNA is to identify direct interaction between genes.
Because of it, we want to use HAWNA to predict “transcription factors binding interaction”
and prove the effective of RMT theory when estimate the compressing matrix dimension.

Data preparation
We download the transcript factor information and corresponding downstream regulated
genes on ChIP-Atlas. ChIP-Atlas is an integrative and comprehensive database for
visualizing and making use of public ChIP-seq data. And we downloaded three
transcription factors in H.sapiens and their predict targets(through ChIP-seq experiment)
binding score information. The details information of dataset is as followed
Transcription factor Choose Distance from TSS Target threshold(>Binding

scores of MACS2 and
STRING)

CHD2 ±1k >1000
BRCA1 ±1k >100
ELL2 ±1k >100
To use transcriptome data predict TF-Binding, we used normal samples of THCA patients
RSEM RNA-seq data download from TCGA dataset. We used log2(*+1) transformation to
process the data to make sure most genes approximately follow Gaussian distribution.
To address the compute time consuming problem. We filtered the genes which average
expression value is smaller than 1, and extracted the part of genes which have significant
pearson correlation with our target TF genes(FDR <0.05). Finally, we got test expression
profile for each TF genes.

The effects of dimension choosen
Firstly, we want to test the effect of different dimensions choosen in the SVD step. We
choose the dimension from 1 to 10, and summarized the number of each TF gene predict
targets based on corresponding gene expression profile.



First thing we noticed is that with the increase of dimension, the number of predicted
targets is decreasing real fast. Besides, we defined the number of dimensions estimated
by RMT theory as RMTdim, and we found when we used RMTdim to control the effect of
rest genes to perform HAWNA, the number of predicted target is bigger than other
dimension number(except of 1, BRCA1 RMTdim=3, CHD2 RMTdim=6, ELL2 RMTdim=3).



Next, we tested the enrichment of ChIP-Atlas predicted target in HAWNA predicted target
through Fisher exact test. We found use RMT estimate dimensions, The TF binding
targets can significantly enriched in HAWNA predicted targets(Pvalue < 0.05). and
performed better than other dimensions except CHD2 test results.
We also performed GeneNet on BRCA1 dataset, and found HAWNA can significant
enriched TF target genes(Pvalue=0.02772477, 37 genes predicted and 7 genes belong to
TF targets), while GeneNet performance is really bad(Pvalue=0.6308828,11 genes
predicted and 1 genes belongs to TF targets).

Summary
Our simulation on simulated dataset and real dataset demonstrate that our model can

find direct interaction or conditional correlation between genes. And use RMT theory is
really efficient when estimate the number of hidden factors we need to control. Our model
also perform better than GeneNet in same degree but compute more fast than GeneNet,
we hope our model can apply on our chassis gene expression profile analysis, to find
some significant interactions to design optimization experiment in vivo.
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